
TYPO3 Core - Bug #87992

Not possible to place anchors (without href) in RTE

2019-03-24 16:54 - Thorben Nissen

Status: Closed Start date: 2019-03-24

Priority: Should have Due date:  

Assignee:  % Done: 100%

Category: RTE (rtehtmlarea + ckeditor) Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version: Candidate for patchlevel   

TYPO3 Version: 10 Complexity:  

PHP Version:  Is Regression:  

Tags:  Sprint Focus:  

Description

In one of my projects (which I'm upgrading from 7 to 9), the customer uses a lot of anchors in longer texts, to enable the visitor to

jump back and forth with links in the form of #a-marker-here or #another-marker-there. This is supported by the "anchor" command

from CKEditor. Unfortunately TYPO3 always adds an href attribute to it, when saving to or loading from the database, which means,

that CKEditor does not recognise it as anchor anymore but as a link.

If the anchor has content (e.g. <a name="special-section">Some special about this</a>) TYPO3 renders a normal link because of

the added href. The CKEditor though does not recognise it as an anchor anymore. If the anchor has no content (e.g. <a

name="other-important-section"></a>) the link is removed by CKEditor. In the frontend though this is rendered as a link the with

current page title as content.

The intended output in the frontend is <a name="some-section">About the project</a>, if I created the anchor with content or <a

name="some-section></a> if I created an anchor without content.

Solution: Support anchors without href in HTML parser and typolink function:

Database save/load should not add href

CKEditor should not remove empty anchors

Frontend rendering should not add content to anchors without href

Release: I experienced it with 9.5.5 but from the code, this would be present in master too.

Associated revisions

Revision 4487d5b1 - 2019-11-09 14:39 - Thorben Nissen

[BUGFIX] RTE: Support anchors without `href`

Removes enforcing of href attribute when storing RTE text into the

database. Removes adding of absolute scheme on a tags without href

attribute, when loading text from the database. Changes

ContentObjectRenderer::typolink to render a tag without href anyway, if

id or name attribute is present.

Adds unit tests.

Resolves: #87992

Releases: master, 9.5

Change-Id: I4dcd33e6f13dc6a1f364c96b425aa2f241653ae9

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/60324

Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>

Tested-by: Susanne Moog <look@susi.dev>

Tested-by: Guido Schmechel <guido.schmechel@brandung.de>

Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>

Reviewed-by: Susanne Moog <look@susi.dev>

Reviewed-by: Guido Schmechel <guido.schmechel@brandung.de>

Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>

Revision 5e4018fc - 2019-11-09 14:59 - Thorben Nissen

[BUGFIX] RTE: Support anchors without `href`

Removes enforcing of href attribute when storing RTE text into the
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database. Removes adding of absolute scheme on a tags without href

attribute, when loading text from the database. Changes

ContentObjectRenderer::typolink to render a tag without href anyway, if

id or name attribute is present.

Adds unit tests.

Resolves: #87992

Releases: master, 9.5

Change-Id: I4dcd33e6f13dc6a1f364c96b425aa2f241653ae9

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62226

Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>

Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>

Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>

Revision dda1896e - 2019-11-17 19:49 - Susanne Moog

[BUGFIX] Ensures configuration for resolveAnchorLink is an array

Strict typing requires $conf to be an array as parameter for

resolveAnchorLink, however it may also be null. The fix ensures that

on calling resolveAnchorLink a null coalescing operator ensures type

array.

Resolves: #89698

Related: #87992

Releases: master, 9.5

Change-Id: Ie459a312845d45bc15a16ff02089b1acf67eb00a

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62336

Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>

Tested-by: Daniel Goerz <daniel.goerz@posteo.de>

Tested-by: Georg Ringer <georg.ringer@gmail.com>

Reviewed-by: Simon Gilli <typo3@gilbertsoft.org>

Reviewed-by: Oliver Klee <typo3-coding@oliverklee.de>

Reviewed-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>

Reviewed-by: Daniel Goerz <daniel.goerz@posteo.de>

Reviewed-by: Georg Ringer <georg.ringer@gmail.com>

Revision cf2bbe5b - 2019-11-18 10:38 - Susanne Moog

[BUGFIX] Ensures configuration for resolveAnchorLink is an array

Strict typing requires $conf to be an array as parameter for

resolveAnchorLink, however it may also be null. The fix ensures that

on calling resolveAnchorLink a null coalescing operator ensures type

array.

Resolves: #89698

Related: #87992

Releases: master, 9.5

Change-Id: Ie459a312845d45bc15a16ff02089b1acf67eb00a

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62282

Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>

Tested-by: Georg Ringer <georg.ringer@gmail.com>

Reviewed-by: Georg Ringer <georg.ringer@gmail.com>

Revision b72d3fd5 - 2022-01-06 23:02 - Benni Mack

[BUGFIX] TypoLink is executed fully without href attribute

In #87992 an early return was added to have <a> tags

with just an "id" or "name" attribute. This is all nice,

but when used further typolink settings (such as userFunc

or custom "title"), these options were never run.

This change now uses typolink() natively again and

removes the introduced "resolveAnchorLinK" workaround.

Added tests show that additional attributes are executed

and links without href are actually created (was previously

untested).

Resolves: #96464

Related: #87992

Releases: main, 11.5

Change-Id: I67d4090228684fc89f72bc3d6367109437040ccf
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Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/72894

Tested-by: core-ci <typo3@b13.com>

Tested-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>

Tested-by: Stefan Bürk <stefan@buerk.tech>

Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>

Reviewed-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>

Reviewed-by: Stefan Bürk <stefan@buerk.tech>

Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>

Revision 6bda1ea5 - 2022-01-07 11:42 - Benni Mack

[BUGFIX] TypoLink is executed fully without href attribute

In #87992 an early return was added to have <a> tags

with just an "id" or "name" attribute. This is all nice,

but when used further typolink settings (such as userFunc

or custom "title"), these options were never run.

This change now uses typolink() natively again and

removes the introduced "resolveAnchorLinK" workaround.

Added tests show that additional attributes are executed

and links without href are actually created (was previously

untested).

Resolves: #96464

Related: #87992

Releases: main, 11.5

Change-Id: I67d4090228684fc89f72bc3d6367109437040ccf

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/72916

Tested-by: core-ci <typo3@b13.com>

Tested-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>

Reviewed-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>

History

#1 - 2019-03-24 17:07 - Gerrit Code Review

- Status changed from New to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/60324

#2 - 2019-03-24 18:08 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 2 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/60324

#3 - 2019-03-24 18:09 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 3 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/60324

#4 - 2019-03-25 08:11 - Stephan Großberndt

- Status changed from Under Review to Needs Feedback

An empty anchor as <a name="foo"/></a> or <a id="foo"/></a> does make sense as it allows to define markers within the page to jump to via an

appended #foo to the url.

@Thorben Nissen can you explain the usecase in a more verbose way?

What is the “anchor command” you're refering to? Is it the old ckeditor plugin? Can you point to some examples or ckeditor docs?

What is the desired output in frontend when having anchor without a href? Is it transformed at some point to have a href or is it rendered without href?

#5 - 2019-03-25 08:38 - Thorben Nissen

- Description updated

#6 - 2019-03-25 08:50 - Stephan Großberndt

- Description updated
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Clarified and formatted description

#7 - 2019-04-26 21:26 - Benni Mack

- Target version changed from next-patchlevel to Candidate for patchlevel

#8 - 2019-10-28 08:45 - Gerrit Code Review

- Status changed from Needs Feedback to Under Review

Patch set 4 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/60324

#9 - 2019-10-28 08:57 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 5 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/60324

#10 - 2019-11-09 12:33 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 6 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/60324

#11 - 2019-11-09 14:39 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 1 for branch 9.5 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62226

#12 - 2019-11-09 15:00 - Thorben Nissen

- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved

- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 4487d5b154c441cf263adb166c3cd260608f5aec.

#13 - 2019-12-23 22:48 - Benni Mack

- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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